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Abstract 
Currie, J.D., Which graphs allow infinite nonrepetitive walks?, Discrete Mathematics 87 (1991) 
249-260. 
A word is simply a finite string of letters. A word w is nonrepetitive if no two adjacent blocks in 
w are identical. Contrary to what one might expect, arbitrarily long nonrepetitive words exist 
on a three letter alphabet. The existence of arbitrarily long nonrepetitive words on finite 
alphabets has been used to create pathological objects in algebra, dynamics, formal language 
theory and other areas. The author explores the structure of nonrepetitive words by 
determining on which finite undirected graphs infinite nonrepetitive words can be walked. 
1. Introduction 
In 1906, Axe1 Thue, the Norwegian number theorist, showed that arbitrarily 
long nonrepetitive words exist on a three letter alphabet [13]. This result has been 
rediscovered several times, by Arshon [l], Morse and Hedlund [7], and Hawkins 
and Mientka [6] for example. This result of Thue is counter-intuitive, and 
interesting for its own sake. Nonrepetitive sequences are also useful for the 
construction of pathological objects and counterexamples in different areas of 
Mathematics. Thue remarked that his work with words bore an obvious (?) 
relation to Diophantine equations. Novikov and Adjan [8] used nonrepetitive 
sequences in an essential way in their solution of the Burnside problem for 
groups. Nonrepetitive sequences have also found application in such diverse areas 
as logic and dynamics. (See [4] and [7] respectively.) 
There is a large literature concerning nonrepetitive words. (See the bibliog- 
raphy of Bean, Ehrenfeucht and McNulty [2].) By Konig’s Infinity Lemma, the 
existence of arbitrarily long nonrepetitive words on a finite alphabet is equivalent 
to the existence of a nonrepetitive word of type w on that alphabet. Shelton and 
Soni [lo-121 investigate the structure of the set of nonrepetitive words of type w 
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on a three letter alphabet, showing the set to be perfect with respect to a natural 
metric. 
The present paper may also be regarded as investigating the structure of 
nonrepetitive words. Given a finite alphabet 2, 2 = (a,, a*, . . . , a,), how 
difficult is it to form a nonrepetitive word v of type o over .Z? Of course if IZ 2 3, 
Thue has shown that such a v exists, but what happens if we place further 
restrictions on v? For example, suppose that we forbid the existence in v of 
certain subwords. In the simplest case, we would forbid certain two-letter 
subwords. This is equivalent to the following problem: 
Let G be a finite directed graph. When can we walk arbitrarily long 
nonrepetitive walks on G? 
This problem is solved completely in the author’s Ph.D. Thesis [5]. We there 
introduce a notion of one directed graph ‘mimicking’ another. Our result is that a 
directed graph G allows arbitrarily long nonrepetitive walks if and only if G 
‘mimics’ one of a set of some eighty-odd directed graphs which we specify. The 
proof involves an appropriate classification scheme for directed graphs. 
Let G be a finite undirected graph. When can we walk arbitrarily long 
nonrepetitive walks on G? 
Clearly this problem is a subproblem of the previous one, and is thus also 
answered by the author’s thesis. However, this problem, as one might expect, 
admits a simpler solution than the first; in fact, the undirected graph case reduces 
quickly to looking at paths. The solution of the undirected case illustrates some 
of the methods used in solving the larger problem, and gives a start toward 
the classification scheme for digraphs methioned above. It is the undirected 
case which forms the subject matter of the present paper. 
2. Notation 
A word is a finite sequence of elements of some finite set .Z. We call the set _JY 
an alphabet, the elements of E letters. The set of all words over 2 is written Z*. 
We take a naive view of words as strings of letters; thus the concatenation of two 
words w and v, written WV, is simply the string consisting of the letters of w 
followed by the letters of v. Say that v is a subword of w if we can write w = uvz; 
u, v, z E _Z*. The empty word, denoted E, is the word with no letters in it. Denote 
by 1 w( the length of w, equal to the number of letters in w. 
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Let S, T be alphabets. A substitution h : S* + T* is a function generated by its 
values on S. That is, suppose w E S*, w = u1a2. . * a,,,; Ui E S, for i = 1 to nr. Then 
h(w) = h(a,)h(a,) . . . h(a,). 
A word w over alphabet 2 is nonrepetitive if we cannot write w = abbe; 
(I, b, c E 2*, b # E. That is, no subword of w appears twice in a row in w. The 
term square-free is also used for such words in the literature. 
Define a word of type w to be a countable sequence of letters over some 
alphabet 2. 
For the purposes of this paper, a graph G = (V, E) consists of a finite set V of 
vertices, together with a set E of unordered pairs of distinct vertices. If a, b E V, 
and (a, b) E E, then we say that the edge ab is in G. If ab is an edge of G we say 
that a is a neighbour of b. 
If G is a graph, we may consider V to be an alphabet. We say that the word 
w E V* is a walk on G if whenever ab is a two letter subword of w, then ab is an 
edge of G. We say that w can be walked on G, or G allows walk w. For the sake 
of brevity, call a graph G Thue if G allows arbitrarily long non-repetitive walks. 
We say that the word p is a path in G if p is a walk in G, and no vertex of G 
appears twice in p. If p is a path, then denote by int(p) the word obtained from p 
by removing p’s first and last letters. (Thus int(p) = E if IpI < 3.) We call int(p) 
the internal segment of path p. The graph fl whose vertex set is { 1,2, . . . , i} and 
whose edge set is {{1,2}, {2,3}, . . . , {i - 1, i}} is called the path on i vertices. 
We say that the graph G is a path if G is isomorphic to the path on i vertices for 
some i. 
We say that graph G is connected if whenever a, b E V, then there is a path in 
G with first letter II and last letter b. 
The graph Ci whose vertex set is { 1,2, . . . , i} and whose edge set is 
{{1,2), {2,3), . . . , {i - 1, 9, (6 I>> is called the cycle on i vertices. We say that 
the graph G is a cycle if G is isomorphic to the cycle on i vertices for some i. 
3. Results 
The solution to the graph case can be simply stated. 
Main Theorem. A connected graph G is Thue unless G is a path on four or fewer 
vertices. 
We restrict our attention to connected graphs since a word v can be walked on 
G if and only if v can be walked on a connected component of G. The following 
observation proves useful. 
Lemma 1. Let v = a1a2. . . a, be a nonrepetitive word, a,, a2, . . . , a, E S, some 
alphabet. Let b,, b2, . . . , b,+I be nonrepetitive words on some alphabet T, where 
S and T are disjoint. We permit some or all of the bj to be empty. Then 
w = bIa,b2a2 . . * b,a,b,+l is a nonrepetitive word. 
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Proof. Suppose that w contains some repetition; say w = uyyz, y # E. Then yy 
contains some uj, since otherwise yy is a subword of one of the bi, contradicting 
the assumption that the bi are nonrepetitive. 
Now if p is a word on S U T, denote by p is the word formed by deleting from p 
all the letters of T. Thus the previous paragraph remarks that yls #empty word; 
however, u1u2 * * * a, = wls = u~sy~sy~sz~s and therefore ‘u = u1u2 - - - a, contains a 
repetition, namely ylsyls, which is a contradiction, 
We thus conclude that w must be nonrepetitive 0 
The lemma says that ‘weaving’ together a nonrepetitive word with several 
nonrepetitive words from a different alphabet gives a nonrepetitive word. 
Let u be a word of type w on some alphabet S, S = {a,, u2, . . . , a,}. Let G be 
a graph including S among its vertex set. Suppose that whenever uiui in S* is a 
subword of U, there is a path P(UiUj) in G from Ui to Uj such that no internal vertex 
of P(uiuj) is in S. We will then say that u can be walked in G modulo paths. 
Lemma 1 will often be applied in the following way: 
Lemma 2. Let v be a nonrepetitive word of type w, G a graph. Zf v can be walked 
on G modulo paths, then G is Thue. 
Proof, Pick n > 0. Let blb2 * - . b, be the initial segment of v of length n. The 
word 
w = b, int(P(b,b,))b, int(P(b2b3))b3 . * * b,_l int(P(b,_ib,))b, 
will be nonrepetitive by Lemma 1. By construction, w is a nonrepetitive walk on 
G of length n or more. However n was arbitrary, so that G is Thue. 0 
With these two lemmas under our belt, we proceed to the proof of the Main 
Theorem. We first show that connected graphs which are not paths are Thue. 
Lemma 3. Let G be a graph with a vertex v such that degree(v) > 3. Then G is 
Thue. 
Proof. Let three neighbours of v in G be a, b and c. Let w be any nonrepetitive 
word of type w on {a, b, c}. Then w can be walked on G modulo paths, with 
P(ub) = uvb, P(bc) = bvc, etc. (See Fig. 1.) Thus by Lemma 2, G is Thue. q 
Restating Lemma 3, any graph which is not Thue must have the degree of each 
vertex less than or equal to two. In the case of connected graphs, we are left with 
paths and cycles. 
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Fig. 1. A vertex v and three of its neighbours. 
Lemma 4. Let C = c1c2 - * . c, (m Z= 3) be a cycle. (See Fig. 2.) Then C is Thue. 
Proof. Again we use Lemma 2. Let z1 be any nonrepetitive word of type w on 
{c,, c2, cg}. Then 21 can be walked on G modulo paths with 
P(ClC2) = ClC2, p(c,c,) = c2c3, P(C3Cl) = c3cqc5 * * * c&z,, 
p(c3c2) = c3c2, P(C2Cl) = CZCl, P(ClC3) = C~C,C,_~ * . * c4c3. 
Thus G is Thue. Cl 
In Lemmas 3 and 4 we have seen that every connected graph which is not a 
path is Thue. We now look at paths. Paths on four or fewer vertices are not 
Fig. 2. The cycle C. 
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Thue. It suffices to show that P4 is not Thue, since P4 contains the shorter paths as 
subgraphs. 
Lemma 5. P4 is not Thue. 
Proof. Suppose that P4 is Thue, and let v be a nonrepetitive word of type o 
walkable on P4. Without loss of generality, we may assume that u begins with a 1. 
We chop u into pieces starting with 1. That is, consider the possible subwords of v 
commencing with 1, ending with 2, and containing exactly a single 1. (These 
subwords of v must, of course, be nonrepetitive.) The possible subwords are seen 
to be a = 12, b = 1232 and c = 123432. (See Fig. 3.) 
However, a moment’s thought shows that a cannot appear in V, since the words 
au, ab and CIC all contain the repetition 1212. In fact then, u must be formed by 
piecing together words b and c. 
Next, we notice that the words cbc and bbc both contain the repetition 
32123212. We conclude that b can appear in v at most once, at the beginning. 
Thus v ends in a stream of c’s: . . . ccccc. . . . Then v is certainly repetitive, 
contrary to our assumptions. We conclude that P4 is not Thue. 0 
Definition. Let S = {x1, x2, x3}, T be alphabets and let h : S*-, T* be a 
substitution. Say that h is suitable if: 
(1) Ih( G Ih( + Ih( for 1 G i, j, k c 3; i, i, k distinct. 
(2) For 1 si~3, one cannot write h(Xi) = uw = wz for some u, w, z E T*, 
u, w, 2 # E. 
(3) If w E S* is a nonrepetitive word with IwI < 3 and w #x2x3x2 or x,x3x1 then 
h(w) is nonrepetitive. 
To show that Ps is Thue, we introduce another lemma for producing new 
nonrepetitive words from old. 
Lemma 6. Let S be the alphabet {x1, x2, x3}. Let v E S* be a nonrepetitive word, 
such that x2x3x2, x1x3x1 are not subwords of v. Zf h is suitable, then h(v) is 
nonrepetitive. 
Proof. Suppose that v fulfills the conditions of the Lemma and h is suitable. Let 
v = u1u2. . . a,. For each i, 1 s i s m, say h(u,) = e,. For the sake of a contradic- 
tion, suppose that h(v) = e1e2 - - - e, = ubbc, some a, b, c E T*, b # E. 
. 
1 
. 
2 3 4 
Fig. 3. The graph Pd. 
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Without loss of generality, shortening u if necessary, write 
ele2. 
I ’ . ei_,ei = eTei+l . . f e,_,e, - ’ b (*) 
where 
e, = eie;, r N ei = eiei, e, = ehek, e;,e;,eh#~ for l~j~rn. 
Since h(v) is repetitive, m > 3. Otherwise, by condition (3) of the definition of 
suitability, u1u2a3 is x1x3x1 or x2x3x2, contrary to our assumptions on 21. Also 
j > 1, otherwise lell > le,l + le,l by (*) and the fact that m > 3. Similarly, we have 
j<m. 
Claim. The two expressions eye2 * * . e; and eyei+,ek ‘match up’ in the natural way, 
i.e. 
e; = e&, e;’ = ey, m = 2j - 1 and e,+j = ej+l for i = 1 to j - 2. 
Proof of Claim. If ei #ek then suppose that lekl < Ie,!l. Then say that eh = 
elek+r * . . e,! for some k <j, and ek = e;el, ei # E. Then 
h(aka,) = ekem = e;eieiek+lek+z ’ . ’ e,!ek 
which contains the repetition e;ei. By condition (3) on h we must have k = m. 
Now, however, 
ekei = ek = e, = eke,,, ” = e;ek+l. . . ef& 
Note that e,! #E, so that condition (2) on h is contradicted for h(a,), which 
commences and ends with ei. 
We get a similar contradiction if lehl < le,!l. Thus eh = e,! and e, . . 3 ej_, = 
f$. . . e,_,. Repeating this argument, we show that 
f?,+i=ej+l for i=l tOj-2, e;=e;, and 2j-l=m, 
as desired. El 
Note that e,+i = ej+i implies that a,+i = aj+i. 
From the claim, 
h(alaia,) = elejem = e;eTe,!eyekeL = e;e~e~e~e~e~ 
which repeats eye,!. Since Ja,ajU,I = 3, one of the following cases must arise: 
(A) Q1 =q 
(B) Uj = U, 
(C) Ul =X1, Uj =X3, a, =X1 
PI a, = X2, aj = X3, a, = X2. 
In case (A), v contains the subword u1u2. . . uj_,a,a2~ . . ai_,, which is a 
contradiction, as v was to be nonrepetitive. Similarly, case (B) cannot occur. 
Suppose that case (C) occurs. (Case (D) is dealt with similarity.) Since m 2 4, 
and m is odd, ma5. Thus js2. 
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Now by the claim, a2 = aj+l. But since u is nonrepetitive, a2 # al =x1 and 
aj+l # ai =x3. Thus a2 = aj+l = ~2. 
Similarly, ai_l = a,_l. But x3 = aj f a,_,, and a,_, #a, =x1. We conclude 
that aj-1 ~a,,,_~ =x2. 
Therefore aj_lajaj+l =x2x3x2, contradicts our assumptions on V. 
The assumption that h(v) repeats leads to a contradiction. We therefore 
conclude that h(v) contains no repetition (Lemma 6). q 
Next we show how to produce arbitrarily long words v satisfying the conditions 
of Lemma 6. Consider the substitution 
Il:s*+s* 
h(x,) =x3, 
4x2) =x2x3x1, 
/2(X3) =x2x1. (Substitution 1) 
Clearly h meets conditions (1) and (2) of the definition of suitability. That h also 
meets condition (3) of the definition is verified by checking the action of h on 
nonrepetitive triples of S, of which there are twelve: 
h(xIxzxd =x3x2x3x1x3, h(w2x3) = ~3x2~3~1x2xl, 
&x3x1) =x3x2x1x3, +1X3x2) = ~3X2x1~2x3x1, 
h(x2w2) = x2x3xlx3~2~3x1, 02w3) = x2x3xlx3&~1, 
+2x34 = x2x3x1x2~1x3, &2X3x2) = x2x3~1~2xlx2~3x1, 
+,x+2) = ~2~l~3~2~3xI, h(x3w3) = ~2~1~3~2~1, 
@3X2x1) = ~2~1~2~3~1~3, h(X3X2Xa) = ~2~1~2~3~1~2~1. 
Only h(x2x3x2) contains a repetition: x1x2x1x2. 
Let v be any nonrepetitive word on S. Any x3 appearing internally in h(v) 
either comes from h(x,) and appears in the context ~2~3x1, or comes from h(x,) 
and appears in. the context ~1~3x2. Thus the words x1x3x1 and ~2~3x2 are not 
subwords of h(b). 
Now suppose that u E S* contains no repetition and does not contain x1x3x1 or 
x2x3x2 as a subword. By our last observation, h(v) contains neither x1x3x1 nor 
x2x3x2- By Lemma 6, h(v) contains no repetition. Thus, by induction, h”(v) has 
no repetition and contains neither x1x3x1 nor ~2~3x2. Thus for each n, the word 
hn(x2) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 6 on Y. Depending on our choice of 
n, h”(x2) can be made arbitrarily long. 
We are now ready to show that Ps is Thue. Consider the following substitution. 
g:s*+ {1,2, 3, 4, 5}*, 
g(xr) = 12345432, 
g(x,)=123432345432123454323432, 
g(x3) = 1234323454323432. (Substitution 2) 
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1 2 3 4 5 
Fig. 4. The graph Ps, 
Clearly g(v) is a walk on Ps whenever u E S*. (See Fig. 4.) Of course, g has been 
chosen to be suitable. The only condition difficult to check is condition (3). One 
checks the following words for nonrepetitiveness: 
g(x~xzx~)=1234543212343234543212345432343212345432, 
&,x,x3)= 12345432123432345432123454323432 
-1234323454323432, 
g(x1x3x,)=12345432123432345432343212345432, 
g(xix3xJ = 123454321234323454323432 
-123432345432123454323432, 
g(xZx1xZ)=12343234543212345432343212345432 
-123432345432123454323432, 
g(x2x1xg) = 12343234543212345432343212345432 
-12343234543234321234323454323432, 
g(x2x3x1)= 1234323454321234543234321234323454323432 
-12345432, 
g(x2x3x2) = 1234323454321234543234321234323454323432 
-123432345432123454323432, 
g(x3x1x2)= 123432345432343212345432123432345432 
-123454323432, 
g(x3x1xg)=1234323454323432123454321234323454323432, 
g(x3x2x1)= 1234323454323432123432345432123454323432 
-12345432, 
g(x3x2x3)=1234323454323432123432345432123454323432 
-1234323454323432. 
As an example, we show that w =g(xlxZxl) is nonrepetitive. Suppose not. 
Then w must contain a repetition vu. Being a repetition, vu contains the symbol 1 
exactly zero, two or four times. We can rule out vu containing no l’s, since then 
vu would be contained in one of g(xl), g(xJ, g(xg), each of which can be 
checked to nonrepetitive. 
If vu contains exactly four l’s, then the first and third l’s of w are ‘matched’ by 
vu: 
‘I2345432123432345432123454323432’12345432343212345432 
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However, as indicated in the above scheme, this cannot happen, as the subwords 
of w commencing at the first and third l’s do not agree for long enough. (The 
extent of their agreement is bold-faced.) 
Suppose vu contains then exactly two 1’s. If the first 1 of w is contained in vu, 
it must be matched with the second 1 of w: 
‘12345432’12343234543212345432343212345432343212345432 
We see that this is impossible. 
Suppose that vv matches the second and third l’s of w: 
12345432’l23432345432’l2345432343212345432343212345432 
Again we see that this is impossible; the bold-faced ‘zones of agreement’ for these 
two l’s do not meet. 
The second 1 of w cannot be matched with the fourth, as then 2rz1 would also 
contain the third 1. A final possibility is that the third and fourth l’s of w should 
match. However, we note that the word w 1 is a palindrome. Since the second 
and third l’s could not match, neither can the third and fourth. 
By arguments of this type, all the listed words except for g(x2x3x2) can be 
shown to be nonrepetitive. As g is suitable, g(h”(x,)) gives an arbitrarily long 
nonrepetitive walk on Ps by choosing IZ as desired. Thus Ps is Thue. As any path 
on more than five vertices contains a copy of Ps as a subgraph, such paths are also 
Thue. We have now proved the Main Theorem. 
Main Theorem. A connected graph G is Thue unless G is a path on four or fewer 
vertices. 
4. Discussion 
First some remarks for those following the work of Robertson and Seymour [9] 
on graph minors. It follows from Lemma 2 that if G is not Thue, neither is any 
minor of G. Thus the property of not being Thue is preserved by a graph’s 
minors. One concludes (see [9]), that there is an excluded minor characterization 
of which graphs are not Thue. Of course, by our work above, one such 
characterization is the following theorem. 
Theorem. A graph G is Thue if and only if it has a minor isomorphic to one of P=,, 
C3, or S,, the star with three points. (The graph S, is depicted in Fig. 1.) 
We know of no generalization of the work of Robertson and Seymour to 
directed graphs. 
In the work of Thue and others (see Bean, Ehrenfeucht and McNulty [2], for 
example), the conditions (1) and (2) of our definition of suitability are replaced 
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by the condition: 
(1’) For x, y E S, if h(y) is a subword of h(x), then y =x. 
Our condition (3) is replaced by the stronger condition: 
(3’) If w E S* is a nonrepetitive word with Iw] c 3 then h(w) is nonrepetitive. 
If u is a nonrepetitive word on S* and h meets conditions (1’) and (3’), then 
h(v) is nonrepetitive. This remains true if S is replaced by some arbitrary 
alphabet 2 (possibly having more than three letters). The proof is essentially the 
same as that of Lemma 6, with condition (1’) sufficing to prove the claim. In fact, 
our claim, with some alteration, comes from [2]. 
However, condition (1’) fails for Substitution 1, and condition (3’) fails for 
both our substitutions; condition (3’) calls for good behaviour on every three 
letter word, whereas our Lemma 6 allows the repetitions found in &+x3x2) and 
h(x2x3x2). Lemma 6 only demands good behaviour on ten out of twelve 
nonrepetitive triples. 
Our choice of Substitution 2 was a natural one; by arguments similar to those 
used in Lemma 5, one can show that any nonrepetitive walk u of type o on Ps has 
a final segment formed entirely of the pieces g(xJ, g(x2), g(xg). Since g(x2x3x2) 
contains a repetition, this makes Lemma 6 seem a necessary refinement of the 
similar lemma in [2]. 
The sequence h”(x,) which we show to be nonrepetitive using Lemma 6 is due 
to Arshon [l]. 
In the general area of nonrepetitive sequences, there are several open 
problems. A famous one is the following: Is there a word r~ of type w on four 
letters SO that no two adjacent subwords of v are permutations of each other? 
(See 131.1 
Any extension of the present work to the case of excluded subwords of length 
greater than two would be of interest. 
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